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Let Xl'···' Xn be a random sample from a full-rank multivariate
normal distribution N(~,~).
known, and (ii)

~

and

~

The two cases (i) ~ unknown and ~

= a2~o'~o

completely unknown are considered here.

Tra.nsformations

are given that transform the observation vectors to a (smaller) set of i.i.d.
uniform rv's.

These transformations can be used-to construct goodness-of-fit

tests for these mUltivariate normal distributions •

.1:.

!ntroductioI} and

S~.

There is a large literature that

considers the multivariate normal distribution.

However, there is very

little available in the way of goodness-of-fit tests for multivariate
normality, and nothing whatever that is based upon exact distribution theory
and therefore is applicable for small and moderate size samples.

Recently,

Moore (1976) has commented upon the need for goodness-of-fit tests for
multivariate normality.

In this work we give transformations which can be

used to construct exact level goodness-of-fit tests for multivariate normality.
O'Reilly and Q.uesenberry (1973), O-Q., introduced the conditional probability
integral transformations, CPIT's.

Transformations were given in that paper

for a multivariate normal parent N(~,E) for the case when ~ is unknown and
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E = EO is. known.
and E

= a2Eo

Here we give transformations for the two cases: (i)

with Eo known, and (ii) ~ and L: unknown.

~

unknown,

In both of these

cases the components of the observation vectors are transformed using
certain Student-t distribution functions.

The transformations and model

testing techniques considered here can be carried out on high-speed computers.

.g.

---

Notation and Preliminaries •

Let P denote the class of k-variate

full-rank normal distributions with mean vector
matrix L:.

and variance-covariance

~

For Xl' ••• , Xn i.i.d. (column) vector rv's from PEP, with

corresponding probability density function f and distribution function F,
both defined on
T
n

=

~,

a complete sufficient statistic for P is

sn ), where l n = (lin)
n

(X ,

n

n

.t:_ X. and S

~=1

~

n

= ~=
.L:IX.x ' - oX X'
~ inn

It is

readily verified that T is doubly transitive (cf. O-Q), i.e.,
n

a(T , X )
n
n

= a(Tn- l'

--

X ), where a(W) denotes the a - algebra induced by a
n

statistic W.

-

Consider the conditional distribution function F of a single observation
given the statistic T.
n

For n > k+l

r

is absolutely continuous and possesses

a density function f which is the minimum variance unbiased, MVU, estimator
of the parent density function.

These functions were obtained by Ghurye and Olkin

(1969), p. 1265, cases 3.2 and 3.4, for the cases (i) and (ii) above.

Case

(ii) will be developed in detail, but we will only summarize the results for
case (i).

-

The next lemma gives the density f in a form that will be

convenient in this work.

The indicator function of the set satisfying

condition [.] is denoted by I(.] •
LEMMA 2.1.

If Xl"'"

X are i.i.d. rv's with a common multivariate
n
normal distribution PEP, the MVU estimator f of the corresponding normal
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probability density function is

(2.1)

.I[(x-X )' S-l(x_X ) ~ (n-l)/n], n> k + 1
n
n
n
PROOF.

This result is immediate from Ghurye and Olkin (1969) and

the two facts:
(a)

For B(k x k) nonsingular and x(k xl), IB-xx'\

(b)

If B is p.d. then B-xx' is p.d. iff x'Bx < 1.

LEMMA 2.2.
density function
Z
n
where A'A
n n
(2.2)

g(z)

= /B!(l-x'B-lx) •

Suppose Y is a rv which has for fixed T the conditional
n

f n of (2.1). Then for

= An (Y-Xn )/[((n-l)/n)

- (Y-X )'S-l(y_X )}t ,
n n
n

= s-l,
the conditional density function of Z given T is
n
n
n
= f(t(n-l»[rrtk f(t(n-k-l»}-l [l+Z'Z}-t(n-l), n > k+l •
1

PROOF.

If z

= An (y-Xn )/[((n-l)/n) - (y-Xn )' S-l(y_X
)}2 ,
n
n
1

then y

1

= A-n l z((n_l)/n)2 (1+ Z'Z)-2 + Xn • The Jacobian is

+!.
[((n-l)/n)/(l+ z'z)}

2

IAn 1- 1 1I

- zz'/(l+ z'z)1 ,

and using the relations
II - zz'/(l+ z'z)-l/

= (1+

z'z)-l and (y-X )'S-l(y_X )
n

n

n

= ((n-l)/n)z'z/(l+

z'z),

the result follows from Lemma 2.1.
The density function g of (2.2) has the form of a generalized multivariate
t distribution.

Dickey (1967), Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, gives conditional and
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marginal distributions for generalized multivariate t distributions from
which the conditional and marginal
obtained.

distributio~s

of

g of

(2.2) can be

Let G\) denote the distribution function of a univariate Student-t

distribution with \) degrees of freedom. Then the following can be obtained
from results given by Dickey.
LEMMA 2.3.

Let ZI

=

(Zl'···' ~) denote a vector rv with (conditional)

probability density function g(z) of equation (2.2).

=
for i

= 1,···,

Then

i-l 2 1
G k+' 2[zi[(n-k+i-2)/(1 + ~ z.)J2} ,
n- J.j=l J

k.

Consider again the original sample Xl'···' X , and put
n
Zj

= Aj(Xj ~ ~j)/([~-l)/jJ

and denote Z~
J

= (Zl ,J., ••• ,

- (X j -

~ .) for j
K,J

~j)/Sjl(Xj

= k+2,···,

n.

_ Xj)}t ,
Then the next theorem

follows from Lemma 2.3 and a slight extension of Theorem 5.1 of O-Q.
THEOREM 2.1.
(2.4) u. .
J.,J

for j

The k(n-k-l) random variables given by

= G.J- k+'J.- 2

= k+2,···,

[Z. .[(j-k+i-2)/(1 + Z2

n and i

J.,J

l,j

= 1,···,

+ ••• +

k; are i.i.d. U(O,l) rv's.

We now summarize the results for case (i) when
For Xartd S
AlA
and

i.J.-l,J.)J~,

n

n

= ~O
~-l,

sn

~

is unknown and

defined above put here

= tr

~-lS
~O

n'

5

THEOREM 2.2.

For Xl'···' X i.i.d. from
n
(n-2)k random variables given by
( 2.5 )

Ui,j

= G[(j_2)k+i] [ Zi,j [ ( ( j-2 )k+i ) / ( 1

= 3,···,

for j
~.

n and i

Discussi.og.

= 1,···,

N(~,a2Eo)'

EO known, the

+ Z2l,j +••• + Zi_l,j
2
) ].1.}
2

,

k; are i.i.d. U(O,l) rv's.

After the multivariate sample Xl' ••• , Xn has been

transformed by using either (2.4) or (2.5), then a level a goodness-of-fit
test for the corresponding composite multivariate normal null hypothesis
class (case (i) or case (ii)) can be made by testing the surrogate simple
null hypothesis that the transformed values are i.i.d. U(O,l).

Quesenberry

and Miller (1977) and Miller and Quesenberry (1977) have studied power
properties of omnibus tests for uniformity and recommend either the Watson

~ test (Watson (1962)) or the Neyman smooth test (Neyman (1937)) for testing
simple uniformity.
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